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Strawberry Short Set Crochet Pattern 
 

 
 

           
           Materials: 

                   ● Yarn: Approximately 175 yards of red bulky  
           (5) yarn for smaller sizes, and approx. 325 yards for  
           larger sizes.  Approx. 30 yards of white bulky (5)  
           yarn for smaller sizes and approx. 60 yards for larger  
           sizes. (I used Berroco – Comfort Chunky)                    
              ● Crochet Hook: Size 5.5mm (I/9)       

              ● Yarn or Tapestry Needle 
 

           Abbreviations: 

                   ● SC: Single Crochet 

                   ● BPSC: Back post single crochet   
           (you will insert your hook around the back of the  
           body of the stitch you are above) 

              ● FPSC: Front post single crochet   

              ● SC2tog: Single crochet next two sts together 
          (you will insert your hook around the front of the   
          body of the stitch you are above) 

              ●**: Repeat the section in between the two stars 
           as specified 
 
 

            

          Gauge: 
                    8 sts and 9 rows = 2 inches (5 centimeters)  
                    in single crochet     
                    ***It is important to check your gauge!***  
 
 
 

          Average Head Circumference: 
                    Newborn: 13-14” 
                    0-3 Months: 14-15” 
                    3-6 Months: 14-17” 
                    6-12 Months: 16-19” 
                    1-3 Years: 18-20” 
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***For color changes, use the new color as the last loop of the last stitch of the color you are changing 
from in order to keep the color changes looking clean.*** 

 

Newborn Shorts Pattern  - Should measure approx. 12” (30.5cm) in circumference 
and approx. 11” (28cm) in length 

Chain 48 with color 1 (red) yarn 
Join in the round by slip stitching the first and last chains together, slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 
Round 1: SC into same stitch as CH1, SC into each stitch around, slip stitch into first stitch, CH1  
(48 total sts) 
Rounds 2–4: *FPSC into same stitch as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat 
around, at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1  
Round 5: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project (See Picture 1) 
Round 6: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat around, at end of 
round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 7&8: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 9: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 10 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 10-13: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Repeat rounds 6-11 until your piece measures approx. 9.5” (24.25cm) long from the edge.  End on 
a repeat of round 9. 

 First Leg: 
 SC into same st as CH1, and next 24 stitches, and leave the other 24 sts. 

Join the first 24 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch 
marker. 
Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (24 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 2: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 4 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 yarn 
Round 3: SC into same st as CH1, SC into each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Rounds 4-6: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat around, 
at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 6 – instead fasten off) 
Go back and SC the 24 stitches you left previously, picking up a new strand of yarn (leave an 
approx. 7” (17.75cm) yarn tail to use to seam crotch later) 

 Second Leg: 
 Join these 24 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch marker. 

Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC into each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (24 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
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Round 2: SC into same stitch as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into 
next three sts (red)* Repeat 4 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch 
into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 yarn 
Round 3: SC into same st as CH1, SC into each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Rounds 4-6: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat around, 
at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 6– instead fasten off) 
Cut yarn and secure and weave in ends.  Using your yarn tail from earlier on and your yarn needle, 
seam up the crotch section as needed.  Use your yarn needle and white yarn to put a strand 
through the middle section without “seeds”.  I took my yarn in and out of one stitch with three sts 
in between.  Tie a bow in the middle front. 
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0-3 Month Shorts Pattern  - Should measure approx. 13” (33cm) in circumference 
and approx. 11.5” (29.25cm) in length 

Chain 52 with color 1 (red) yarn 
Join in the round by slip stitching the first and last chains together, CH1 
Round 1: SC into same stitch as CH1, SC into each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 (52 total sts) 
Rounds 2–4: *FPSC into same stitch as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat 
around, at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 
Round 5: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project (See Picture 1) 
Round 6: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat around, at end of 
round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 7&8: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 9: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 11 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 10-13: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Repeat rounds 6-11 until your piece measures approx. 10” (25.5cm) long from the edge.  End on a 
repeat of round 9. 

 First Leg: 
 SC into same st as CH1, and next 26 stitches, and leave the other 26 sts. 

Join the first 26 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch 
marker.  
Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (26 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 2: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 5 more times, slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 yarn 
Round 3: SC into same st as CH1, SC2tog, SC into next 10 sts, SC2tog, SC into next 11 sts, slip stitch 
into first stitch, CH1 (24 total sts) 
Rounds 4-6: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat around, 
at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 6 – instead fasten off) 
Go back and SC the 26 stitches you left previously, picking up a new strand of yarn (leave an 
approx. 7” (17.75cm) yarn tail to use to seam crotch later) 

 Second Leg: 
 Join these 26 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch marker. 

Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (26 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 2: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 5 more times, slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 yarn 
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Round 3: SC into same st as CH1, SC2tog, SC into next 10 sts, SC2tog, SC into next 11 sts, slip stitch 
into first stitch, CH1 (24 total sts) 
Rounds 4-6: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat around, 
at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 6 – instead fasten off) 
Cut yarn and secure and weave in ends.  Using your yarn tail from earlier on and your yarn needle, 
seam up the crotch section as needed.  Use your yarn needle and white yarn to put a strand 
through the middle section without “seeds”.  I took my yarn in and out of one stitch with three sts 
in between.  Tie a bow in the middle front. 
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3-6 Month Shorts Pattern  - Should measure approx. 15” (38cm) in circumference 
and approx. 13” (33cm) in length 

Chain 60 with color 1 (red) yarn 
Join in the round by slip stitching the first and last chains together, CH1 
Round 1: SC into same stitch as CH1, SC into each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 (60 total sts) 
Rounds 2–4: *FPSC into same stitch as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat 
around, at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 
Round 5: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project (See Picture 1) 
Round 6: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat around, at end of 
round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 7&8: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 9: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 13 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 10-13: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Repeat rounds 6-11 until your piece measures approx. 11” (28cm) long from the edge.  End on a 
repeat of round 9. 

 First Leg: 
 SC into same st as CH1, and next 30 stitches, and leave the other 30 sts. 

Join the first 30 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch 
marker. 
Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (30 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 2: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 6 more times, slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 3&4: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project  
Round 5: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat 6 more times, SC 
into next two sts (red), slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 
Round 6: SC into same st as CH1, SC2tog, SC into next 12 sts, SC2tog, SC into next 13 sts, slip stitch 
into first stitch, CH1 (28 total sts) 
Rounds 7-9: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat around, 
at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 9 – instead fasten off) 
Go back and SC the 30 stitches you left previously, picking up a new strand of yarn (leave an 
approx. 7” (17.75cm) yarn tail to use to seam crotch later) 

 Second Leg: 
 Join these 30 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch marker. 
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Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (30 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 2: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 6 more times, slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 3&4: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project  
Round 5: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat 6 more times, SC 
into next two sts (red), slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 
Round 6: SC into same st as CH1, SC2tog, SC into next 12 sts, SC2tog, SC into next 13 sts, slip stitch 
into first stitch, CH1 (28 total sts) 
Rounds 7-9: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat around, 
at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 9 – instead fasten off) 
Cut yarn and secure and weave in ends.  Using your yarn tail from earlier on and your yarn needle, 
seam up the crotch section as needed.  Use your yarn needle and white yarn to put a strand 
through the middle section without “seeds”.  I took my yarn in and out of one stitch with three sts 
in between.  Tie a bow in the middle front. 
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6-12 Month Shorts Pattern  - Should measure approx. 17” (43.25cm) in 
circumference and approx. 14.25” (36.25cm) in length 

Chain 68 with color 1 (red) yarn 
Join in the round by slip stitching the first and last chains together, CH1 
Round 1: SC into same stitch as CH1, SC into each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 (68 total sts) 
Rounds 2–4: *FPSC into same stitch as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat 
around, at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 
Round 5: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project (See Picture 1) 
Round 6: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat around, at end of 
round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 7&8: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 9: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 15 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 10-13: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Repeat rounds 6-11 until your piece measures approx. 12” (30.5cm) long from the edge.  End on a 
repeat of round 9. 

 First Leg: 
 SC into same st as CH1, and next 34 stitches, and leave the other 34 sts. 

Join the first 34 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch 
marker. 
Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (34 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 2: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 7 more times, slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 3&4: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project  
Round 5: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat 7 more times, SC 
into next two sts (red), slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 
Round 6: SC into same st as CH1, SC2tog, SC into next 14 sts, SC2tog, SC into next 15 sts, slip stitch 
into first stitch, CH1 (32 total sts) 
Round 7: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Rounds 8-10: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat around, 
at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 10 – instead fasten off) 
Go back and SC the 34 stitches you left previously, picking up a new strand of yarn (leave an 
approx. 7” (17.75cm) yarn tail to use to seam crotch later) 

 Second Leg: 
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 Join these 34 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch marker. 
Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (34 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 2: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 7 more times, slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 3&4: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project  
Round 5: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat 7 more times, SC 
into next two sts (red), slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 
Round 6: SC into same st as CH1, SC2tog, SC into next 14 sts, SC2tog, SC into next 15 sts, slip stitch 
into first stitch, CH1 (32 total sts) 
Round 7: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Rounds 8-10: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat around, 
at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 10 – instead fasten off) 

 
Cut yarn and weave in ends.  Using your yarn tail from earlier on and your yarn needle, seam up 
the crotch section as needed.  Use your yarn needle and white yarn to put a strand through the 
middle section without “seeds”.  I took my yarn in and out of one stitch with three sts in between.  
Tie a bow in the middle front. 
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1-2 Year Shorts Pattern  - Should measure approx. 18” (45.75cm) in circumference 
and approx. 15.75” (40cm) in length 

Chain 72 with color 1 (red) yarn 
Join in the round by slip stitching the first and last chains together, CH1 
Round 1: SC into same stitch as CH1, SC into each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 (72 total sts) 
Rounds 2–4: *FPSC into same stitch as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat 
around, at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 
Round 5: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 6: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat around, at end of 
round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 7&8: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 9: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 16 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 10-13: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Repeat rounds 6-11 until your piece measures approx. 13” (33cm) long from the edge.  End on a 
repeat of round 9. 

 First Leg: 
 SC into same st as CH1, and next 36 stitches, and leave the other 36 sts. 

Join the first 36 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch 
marker. 
Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (36 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project (See Picture 1) 
Round 2: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 7 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 3&4: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project  
Round 5: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat 8 more times, slip 
stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 
Rounds 6&7: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 8: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 7 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 
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Round 9: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Rounds 10-12: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat 
around, at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 12 – instead 
fasten off) 
Go back and SC the 36 stitches you left previously, picking up a new strand of yarn (leave an 
approx. 7” (17.75cm) yarn tail to use to seam crotch later) 

 Second Leg: 
 Join these 36 stitches in the round by slip stitching first and last sts, CH1 and place stitch marker. 

Round 1: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 (36 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 2: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 7 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 yarn 
Rounds 3&4: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project  
Round 5: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* Repeat 8 more times, at end 
of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 

 Drop color 2 
Rounds 6&7: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Round 8: SC into same st as CH1 (red), SC into next st (red), *SC into next st (white), SC into next 
three sts (red)* Repeat 7 more times, SC into next st (white), SC into next st (red), slip stitch into 
first stitch, CH1 

 Drop and cut color 2 
Round 9: SC into same st as CH1, SC in each stitch around, at end of round slip stitch into first 
stitch, CH1 
Rounds 10-12: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat 
around, at end of round slip stitch into first stitch, CH1 (do not CH1 at end of round 12 – instead 
fasten off) 
Cut yarn and weave in ends.  Using your yarn tail from earlier on and your yarn needle, seam up 
the crotch section as needed.  Use your yarn needle and white yarn to put a strand through the 
middle section without “seeds”.  I took my yarn in and out of one stitch with three sts in between.  
Tie a bow in the middle front. 
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Newborn Headband Pattern 
Chain 69 with color 1 (red) yarn 

 Row 1: SC into second CH from hook, SC into each CH across, CH1 (68 total sts) 
Row 2: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row (68 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Row 3: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* repeat across row, CH1 at end 
of row 

 Drop and cut color 2 yarn 
Row 4: *BPSC into same st as CH1, BPSC into next st, FPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row 
Overlap the ends approx. 2 inches at an angle as pictured, and seam them together.  Then add a 
white bow over the overlap.  See picture 2. 

 

0-3 Month Headband Pattern 
Chain 73 with color 1 (red) yarn 

 Row 1: SC into second CH from hook, SC into each CH across, CH1 (72 total sts) 
Row 2: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row (72 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Row 3: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* repeat across row, CH1 at end 
of row 

 Drop and cut color 2 yarn 
Row 4: *BPSC into same st as CH1, BPSC into next st, FPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row 
Overlap the ends approx. 2 inches at an angle as pictured, and seam them together.  Then add a 
white bow over the overlap.  See picture 2. 

 

3-6 Month Headband Pattern 
Chain 77 with color 1 (red) yarn 

 Row 1: SC into second CH from hook, SC into each CH across, CH1 (76 total sts) 
Row 2: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row (76 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Row 3: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* repeat across row, CH1 at end 
of row 

 Drop and cut color 2 yarn 
Row 4: *BPSC into same st as CH1, BPSC into next st, FPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row 
Overlap the ends approx. 2 inches at an angle as pictured, and seam them together.  Then add a 
white bow over the overlap.  See picture 2. 
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6-12 Month Headband Pattern 
Chain 83 with color 1 (red) yarn 

 Row 1: SC into second CH from hook, SC into each CH across, CH1 (82 total sts) 
Row 2: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row (82 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Row 3: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* repeat across row, CH1 at end 
of row 

 Drop and cut color 2 yarn 
Row 4: *BPSC into same st as CH1, BPSC into next st, FPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row 
Overlap the ends approx. 2 inches at an angle as pictured, and seam them together.  Then add a 
white bow over the overlap.  See picture 2. 

 

1-2 Year Headband Pattern 
Chain 89 with color 1 (red) yarn 

 Row 1: SC into second CH from hook, SC into each CH across, CH1 (88 total sts) 
Row 2: *FPSC into same st as CH1, FPSC into next st, BPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row (88 total sts) 

 Pick up color 2 yarn (white) and carry both colors along back of project 
Row 3: *SC into same st as CH1 (white), SC into next three sts (red)* repeat across row, CH1 at end 
of row 

 Drop and cut color 2 yarn 
Row 4: *BPSC into same st as CH1, BPSC into next st, FPSC into next two sts* Repeat across row, 
CH1 at end of row 
Overlap the ends approx. 2 inches at an angle as pictured, and seam them together.  Then add a 
white bow over the overlap.  See picture 2. 
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Picture 1 

 
 
 

Example of inside of work with white yarn being carried behind 

 
Picture 2 

Example of how to overlap the 2 inches on the headband at an angle 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This design, a written work and images are a copyright of 
©MelodysMakings and may not be copied or reproduced in any way. 

You have permission to sell finished products made from this pattern, but please leave a link to my 
website, www.melodys-makings.com, in your product listing specifying that I am the designer of this 

pattern.  Thank you for supporting me as a work at home mother!

http://www.melodys-makings.com/

